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Bohemia bonds with Blue Bloods, Creativity capitalizes with Consumers. Innovation indulges with Industrialists

Haunted High Tea
Eat Your Art Out Fundraiser for San Diego Visual Arts Network
Sat. Oct 20 ,12:30pm
Artists: Albertine Feurer‐Young, Nancy Carp, Yesenia Maybee, Matthew Hohlfeld
Host: Nikki Haritatos Model: Zoe Tantrum
BREAKING NEWS
Lunch in the Sterlings Mobile Barber Co.'s Airstream Trailer in the parking lot of The Ruby Room
Sketching follows at The Ruby Room 1271 University Ave, San Diego CA 92103
Haunting high tea attire encouraged
6 places only: $50 per person
RSVP and info: Patricia Frischer 760.943.0148
San Diego Visual Arts Network presents the wackiest Eat Your Art Out event yet with another intimate lunch for 10, a
combination of art patrons and artists. This year the theme is Haunted High Tea, organized by Nikki Haritatos of Dr Sketchy’s
Anti‐Art School San Diegoand it is being held in the Sterlings Mobile Barber Co.'s Airstream Trailer in the parking lot of the The
Ruby Room (1271 University Ave, SD 92103). Shades of Sweeney Todd you ask? Will the sinister barber serve sausages of
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dubious origin? Guests will experience an afternoon of hauntingly beautiful fun ‐ unexpected and out of the ordinary – all in the
spirit of high tea and Halloween.
Part one of this treat‐filled jaunt starts with lunch and delicious libations. Talented artists Albertine Feurer‐Young, Nancy Carp,
Yesenia Maybee, and Matthew Hohlfeld will guide patrons in the creative phase of the journey, where they will engage in
discussion about criteria for judging an anti‐art school contest. If they desire, they will have an opportunity to make an award
with their very own hands and imagination (supplies provided, of course).
Part two of the frightfully delightful adventure takes place at a Dr Sketchy's Anti‐Art School San Diego session where guests will
experience what it's like to be immortalized in sketch form, joining the gorgeous model Zoe Tantrum who will instruct them on
the finer points of posing. Our art patrons will confer, deliberate and judge the contest and award the winner. And, for the sweet
and sinful finish to the Haunted High Tea, a generous helping of sketching (guest are invited to try their hand) and masterpieces
of another kind: luscious petit fours with a twist and other tiny tea treats. Lunch starts with nibbles including match.com
pigs (bacon wrapped dates), sumptuous crostini, quirky quiches, followed by gourmet sandwiches and exotic salads. Tea time
features Athena's teapot‐shaped cake pops by CutiePops plus goodies for ghouls.

Doesn’t look like Sweeney Todd, but can you be sure?
Contact: Patricia Frischer 760.943.0148 patricia@sdvisualarts.net
________________________________________End_______________________________________
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